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Participants riding in the Ride for Refuge event on October 1 in Kingston.

Ride For Refuge Raises $7,000 for nightlight

O

ver seventy riders and 21 volunteers took part in our
Ride For Refuge event hosted at Kingston Christian
School on Saturday, October 1st.
Locally, the event raised twelve-thousand dollars for
the ten participating charities, about seven thousand dollars
specifically for nightlight.
We’d like to take the opportunity to thank all the event
participants and their donors, our partner charities, all our
volunteers, our event sponsors MicroAge, The Good Way,
State Farm agent Lawrence Vandermeer, and The Sarah Macinnis Realty team as well as Kingston Christian School, and
Coco Paving for the use of their facilities, .
The Event, which ran in 27 cities across Canada, works

with charities whose focus is on the vulnerable, the displaced
and the exploited. Nationally, the event raised more than 2
million dollars. 
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Please consider making a monthly
pledge to help nightlight become a sustainable ministry

Volunteer Serve those at the margins by
volunteering with nightlight.

Pray Pray that our work in the community is an
effective witness to the love of Jesus.

God’s Call For Justice

by Peter Law

I

n a recent sermon I read commenting on the parable of the persistent
widow found in Luke 18:1-8, the pastor, Shannon J. Kirshner, turned
the traditional reading on its head. Rather than seeing God as the judge
and Christians as the persistent widow who must persuade God into action
by our determination, she suggests that we can read ourselves as the judge
and God as the widow who comes to us and demands that we do justice.
In this reading we are confronted by the injustice in the world not as a
product of God’s delay in acting, but in our own persistence to ignore the
call of God to compassion and justice:
As we sit in the seat of that judge, this parable reveals that no matter how
many times we, like that judge, try to move on with our own lives, take
care of our own people, or simply keep our own heads above water, our
persistent, stubbornly determined God will keep coming to us. And our
persistent, stubbornly determined God will keep challenging us to let the
priorities of God’s compassion and justice reorder the priorities of our lives.1

Kirshner’s point is that perhaps I am too easy on myself. I see the evil
in the world and it seems to me that the evil is something that God will fix
if we pray enough. Perhaps it’s that as we pray, God will align our hearts
with his own, leading us to take action in all the places where it is in our
power to do so. As people called to live out the incarnate life of Jesus in the
world, part of that calling is to pursue the justice that is within our grasp.
The world’s troubles can seem totally overwhelming. There are systemic
injustices that seem unsolvable, yet likely within each of our spheres are
people in need and whose needs we have been empowered to meet. We
can embody the justice and compassion of God by extending friendship
to the alienated, but advocating for the voiceless or by giving out of our
abundance to those who lack the necessities of life. God does not call me to
solve all of the world’s problems on my own. But maybe he’s asking me to
show the world a little glimpse of who he is by showing how when people
are moved by the heart of God that real lives are changed.
1 read the whole sermon at https://gordoncstewart.com/2016/10/18/a-standing-applause-sermon/

New Location For
nightlight Belleville

W

nightlight Belleville’s current location

e’ve been overwhelmed by the support
of the nightlight community in helping
us to line up the materials and labour we’ll need
to renovate our new facility in Belleville. Thank
you so much to those who have volunteered their
services. We couldn’t do it without you.
Obtaining the necessary permits has taken
longer than we had initially expected, so the project is not as far along as we might have hoped,
but we are very thankful to our current landlord for being willing to extend our stay by an
additional two weeks. Please keep the permit
application and construction processes in your
prayers.
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